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1 Introduction

As silicon resources become increasingly abun-

dant, core counts grow rapidly in successive chip-

multiprocessors (CMP) generations. Parallel workloads

represent an important segment for current and future

CMPs mainly when many-core processors are consid-

ered. Unlike multiprogrammed workloads, the accessed

blocks in these workloads can be classified in two cate-

gories: private, accessed only by one core, and shared,

accessed by several cores. This paper takes advantage

of this classification to access only a subset of the ways

on each L1 cache access, thus reducing dynamic power

consumption.

Recent research works have also concentrated on pro-

posals that take advantage of the private-shared block

access behavior to enhance the performance or energy

consumption. For example, in [2] authors partition the

last level cache (LLC) into private and shared ways by

adding complex logic. As it is done in this work, the

number of ways that are accessed on a cache access is

reduced; hence also the dynamic energy consumption.

2 PS-Cache

The main goal of our approach is to take advantage of

the Private-Shared classification to design a more power-

efficient cache architecture that reduces the number of

ways looked up on each cache access. Instead of ac-

cessing all the ways in a set, only a subset of them are

searched.

Each cache line has attached a PS (Private-Shared)

bit which indicates the type of each block (according to

the page table and the TLBs, similar to [1]). The PS

bit provided by the TLB is compared with the PS bits

of all the ways in the set. A simple logic is included

to select the wordline (WL) of those ways whose PS bit

matches the value of that obtained from the TLB. This

means that in the tag array only a subset of the tags are

read and then compared with the tag of the physical ad-

dress. Consequently only a subset of data blocks are

read. This allows the proposal to reduce significant dy-

namic power consumption across the memory accesses

since, in general, only a small fraction of ways is re-

quired to be searched in many memory operations.

In addition, the devised mechanism takes advantage

of the invalid bit to reduce the static power consumption.

The power of all ways in an invalid state is turned off
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Figure 1: Average number of ways in a set of each type.

so they are discarded from the process of searching the

block.

Benefits of the proposal mainly depend on the aver-

age number of ways that are looked up by the cache ac-

cesses. This numbervaries depending on which cache is

being accessed to (L1 or L2), on the applications behav-

ior and on the type of block we are looking for.

Figure 1 shows the average number of blocks of each

type in the 8-way set associative L1 cache. Results are

shown for both snoopy and directory-based protocols.

As observed, on average, there are less than two private

blocks in a set, whose access may result in important en-

ergy savings. Nevertheless this number depends greatly

on the application.

Compared to conventional directory or snoopy pro-

tocols where all ways are searched, the PS cache can

reduce the dynamic power consumption by as much as

22.46% and by 22.43% for directory and snoopy proto-

cols respectively in the L1.

Finally, notice that performance is not damaged since

only those ways that can contain a block are accesed.
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